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Introduction
The system of nomenclature for cervical epithelial abnormalities, which uses the cervical intraepithelial neoplasia (CIN) terminology, has been widely adopted since its introduction.1 The principal advantages over the previous dysplasia/carcinoma in situ system are that it recognises the unity of the disease process and is in keeping with current therapeutic approaches. When the CIN terminology was introduced, the intention was to emphasise that cervical abnormalities were a spectrum of one disease and that the concept was therefore, in theory, irreconcilable with subdivisions, but it has become customary to subdivide CIN into three grades. Recent publications have drawn attention to a worrying lack of diagnostic consistency among histopathologists at the less severe end of the disease spectrum.2,3 These studies have added weight to the concerns first expressed about the consistency of reporting using the dysplasia/carcinoma in situ terminology4 and, later, CIN terminology.5 As a result, it has been suggested that the current grading system for CIN should be modified and replaced by a two-tier system.6

The Bethesda cytology system for reporting cervical and vaginal diseases7 has adopted a two-tier system for cervical epithelial abnormalities, and the originator of the CIN system has proposed that it should be abandoned in favour of a two-tier system.8 This led us to reappraise the diagnostic criteria for the diagnosis and grading of CIN and to consider whether the currently used and well established system of grading should be retained or replaced by some other system that might improve diagnostic consistency while maintaining relevance to treatment.

A histopathologist assessing a cervical biopsy specimen not only has the problem of placing an epithelial abnormality on a point within the spectrum of CIN but also, as the first event, of deciding whether the changes represent CIN. Indeed, some therapeutic approaches mean that deciding whether a lesion is CIN or not is of more practical importance than assessing the grade of CIN. For this reason, and because it has been shown that diagnostic consistency at the less severe end of the spectrum is appreciably worse than that at the severe end,9,10 we have specifically considered the most subtle histological changes that allow a diagnosis of CIN to be made and have then addressed the difficult problem of how to assess epithelial changes that, although not quite amounting to CIN 1, are not normal.

This report represents the views of a working party convened jointly by the National Health Service Cervical Screening Programme National Coordinating Network and...
the British Society for Colposcopy and Cervical Pathology.

Recommendations for terminology and grading

When considering a system of terminology for CIN it is important to recognise that the epithelial abnormalities form a continuous spectrum of disease: any form of grading system must not contradict or ignore this. We considered the three alternative possibilities of (a) using the term cervical intraepithelial neoplasia without division into grades, (b) division of CIN into two grades, and (c) division of CIN into three grades.

No subdivision of CIN by grade

For

- The removal of subdivisions from CIN supports the concept of unity of the disease process and so reinforces the original proposal of CIN.
- The diagnosis is unitary and attention is therefore, concentrated on deciding whether CIN is present or absent.
- Diagnostic inconsistency as a result of disagreement in allocating grades of CIN would be eliminated (though inconsistencies in distinguishing CIN from a minor non-CIN lesion would not be affected).
- It would be in keeping with the therapeutic approach which suggests that the extent of the lesion is of greater importance than the degree of abnormality.

Against

- A system that does not include grading would be unhelpful to clinicians who use a therapeutic approach that depends on the grade of CIN.
- It would not allow detailed cytological correlations to be made.
- It ignores the fact that a histological diagnosis of CIN 3 is largely reproducible and has an established clinical importance.
- Failure to recognise CIN could lead to totally inappropriate management.
- Removing the need to allocate a histological grade to CIN would be likely to blunt diagnostic acumen if a resumption of grading became necessary.

Division of CIN into two grades

Four different terminologies have been proposed for the two-tier system for CIN:

(a) Division into "borderline CIN" (presently CIN 1 and human papillomavirus (HPV) associated changes) and "CIN" (presently CIN 2 and CIN 3).
(b) Division into "low grade CIN" (presently CIN 1 and CIN 2) and "high grade CIN" (presently CIN 3).
(c) Division into "low grade intraepithelial squamous lesions" (presently CIN 1 and flat condyloma) and "high grade intraepithelial squamous lesions" (presently CIN 2 and CIN 3).
(d) Division into "low grade CIN with HPV related changes" (presently CIN 1 and flat condyloma) and "high grade CIN" (presently CIN 2 and CIN 3).

These suggestions can be considered together:

For

- This is the most relevant system for patient management.
- Many clinicians already group CIN 2 and CIN 3 together for treatment.

Against

- Adopting a two-tier grading system might encourage the misguided belief that there is a two stage process in the natural history of CIN.
- There is disagreement over where the split between "low grade" and "high grade" lesions should lie, and whether HPV related features should be included with CIN in the "low grade" category (see below).
DIVISION OF CIN INTO THREE GRADES

For

- A three-grade system underlines the concept of continuity of CIN more than a two-grade system.
- The system is well established.
- Retention of the present system will continue to allow retrospective comparative studies to be done.
- Comparison with the cytological findings is established.

Against

- Inconsistencies of diagnosis have been shown, though it is accepted that CIN 3 is a robust and reproducible diagnosis.
- The choice of three subdivisions is quite arbitrary.

In view of the above arguments and in the absence of compelling reasons to change from the well established current terminology, we have agreed that the currently used three-grade system for CIN should be retained for the present, though we recognise that there are some arguments in favour of a two-grade system. We would emphasise that this decision does not preclude a future review in the light of new information that becomes available.

We appreciate, however, that there are some instances of basal changes that are not clearly CIN 1 but, equally, cannot be unequivocally allocated to a non-neoplastic category. We therefore propose that such cases should be placed in a new category, for which the term basal abnormalities of uncertain significance is recommended. The histological features of this category are described below.

Diagnostic criteria for cervical intraepithelial neoplasia

The diagnostic features of cervical intraepithelial neoplasia have been fully described and are well known: it is not necessary to repeat them here. Figures 1, 2, and 3 are examples that we think fall at the mid-points of CIN 1, CIN 2, and CIN 3, respectively. Confident diagnosis and grading of CIN is hampered if the tissue is not adequately fixed, processed, or stained; many diagnoses may be uncertain because of less than optimal handling of the material. Furthermore, because of the variation in the degree of abnormality that may be present, even in a small area of epithelium, it is essential that the biopsy specimen is adequately sampled by sectioning at several levels. A biopsy specimen often contains epithelium with more than one grade of CIN and in these instances all grades present should be recorded in the report. Studies of diagnostic consistency have shown that the diagnosis of CIN 3 is much more robust and reproducible than that of CIN 1.

MINIMUM CRITERIA FOR THE DIAGNOSIS OF CIN 1

Figure 1 is an example of what we considered to be the mid-point of the CIN 1 grade, but Fig 4 shows the minimum features which would be acceptable as CIN 1. The minimum histological changes that justify a diagnosis of CIN 1 are:

- Diagnostic errors could have a more important impact on patient management than with a three-grade system.
- The use of a two-grade system will neither eliminate nor reduce errors, though it will have the apparent but illusory effect of increasing the diagnostic consistency of the two categories that have grouped as one (such as CIN 2 and CIN 3, or CIN 1 and CIN 2).

These two effects of reducing the number of grades from three to two will depend on where the divisions are made and on their reproducibility.
Some degree of nuclear abnormality that extends throughout the full thickness of the epithelium although being most apparent in the cells of the basal layers. In this report, the term "basal layers" refers to the basal and parabasal layers of cells. These nuclear abnormalities are:

- A mild degree of nuclear pleomorphism.
- An increase in the nuclear:cytoplasmic ratio.
- Some degree of enlargement of nuclei.
- Mild hyperchromasia, which is often minimal in CIN 1 and has a finely stippled chromatin pattern.

The presence of normal mitotic figures is not helpful but the presence of abnormal mitotic figures supports a diagnosis of CIN 1. Abnormal mitotic figures occur in about 30% of cases of CIN 1 but the changes are often subtle\(^1\) and focal, necessitating the examination of an adequate number of sections.

The features of CIN 1 can be found in mature, immature, or atrophic squamous epithelium and also in epithelium showing the features of human papillomavirus (HPV) infection. As with the more severe grades of CIN the
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expression of these features varies, so that not all those listed above are found in every example of CIN 1. Nuclear pleomorphism and nuclear enlargement are the essential features for diagnosis. The diagnosis of CIN 1 should not be made in the presence of severe inflammation: under these circumstances basal abnormalities of uncertain significance should be diagnosed. Features of severe epithelial inflammation include spongiosis and intracellular oedema, as well as inflammatory cells obscuring the basal layers.

HPV ASSOCIATED FEATURES

The histological features suggesting infection of cervical epithelium by HPV have been well documented\textsuperscript{15,16}; they are listed in table 1 and illustrated in figs 6 and 7. The presence of koilocytosis is essential for the diagnosis of HPV infection in cervical epithelium, but it is important that koilocytosis is not overdiagnosed. To merit diagnosis as a koilocyte, the nucleus of the cell should have a wrinkled nuclear outline and be enlarged and hyperchromatic, and there should be cavitation of the cytoplasm (fig 8). Koilocytes are rarely present in the basal layers of the epithelium, and then only if they are present more superficially. The changes are often focal. In the absence of superimposed CIN the basal layers of an epithelium infected by HPV do not show nuclear pleomorphism. Numerous mitotic figures may be present at all levels of the epithelium but these are not abnormal in configuration. Uniform nuclear enlargement may be present in the basal layers as a manifestation of basal cell hyperplasia.

Table 1 Histological features of human papillomavirus infection

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Koilocytosis</th>
<th>Multinucleation (frequently binucleation)</th>
<th>Individual cell keratinisation</th>
<th>Acanthosis</th>
<th>Parakeratosis</th>
<th>Papillomatosis</th>
</tr>
</thead>
</table>

Figure 7 HPV associated features with basal cell hyperplasia.

Figure 8 Koilocytes: the nuclei of affected cells are enlarged and hyperchromatic with a wrinkled outline, surrounded by cavitation of the cytoplasm.
HPV ASSOCIATED FEATURES WITH CIN

If the features of CIN and HPV infection are present at the same site the changes described above for both of these are superimposed (fig 9), resulting in nuclear pleomorphism of the basal layers with koilocytosis in the superficial layers. The nuclear changes often appear exaggerated, and the tendency to attribute too high a grade of CIN should be resisted. It should also be remembered that the features of HPV infection can be seen in all grades of CIN.

We do not agree with the view that all examples of CIN 1 are simply an expression of HPV infection, and we maintain that it is possible and indeed desirable to distinguish between CIN 1 with HPV infection and CIN 1 without HPV infection. For this reason and also because of the therapeutic implications, we rejected the systems of terminology that group epithelia with HPV associated changes alone with epithelia showing CIN 1.28

BASAL ABNORMALITIES OF UNCERTAIN SIGNIFICANCE

The histological features of this entity are:

- A minimal degree of nuclear pleomorphism limited to the basal layers in the absence of severe inflammation (fig 10).

- The features of CIN 1 in the presence of severe inflammation involving and/or immediately beneath the epithelium (fig 11).

- A thin epithelium in which a diagnosis of CIN (grade not specified) would have been appropriate, but in the presence of severe inflammation (fig 12).

In all these instances, the changes may be associated with the features of HPV infection. In any of the above circumstances the finding of abnormal mitotic figures should result in a diagnosis of CIN. A diagnosis of basal abnormalities of uncertain significance in a colposcopic biopsy specimen is an indication for subsequent colposcopic review.

Areas of diagnostic difficulty

BASAL CELL HYPERPLASIA

Basal cell hyperplasia is characterised by regular replication of basal layers and nuclear enlargement; nuclear pleomorphism and hyperchromasia are absent (fig 13).

SQUAMOUS METAPLASIA

Squamous metaplasia is a physiological process characterised by reserve cell hyperplasia, early squamous differentiation, variable polarity and nuclear enlargement; nuclear pleomorphism and hyperchromasia are absent (figs 14 and 15). Similar changes can be seen in an epithelium healing after treatment. There may or may not be columnar cells on the surface of the epithelium. If there is nuclear pleomorphism CIN should be diagnosed (fig 16), even if columnar cells are present on the surface (fig 17). Grading of this, in terms of the proportion of the epithelium occupied by undifferentiated cells, may be difficult or impossible and attempts at grading in these circumstances should be based on the degree of nuclear abnormality. If this is also impossible, a diagnosis of CIN (grade not specified) is acceptable. HPV associated features are not usually seen in immature metaplastic squamous epithelium.

LOW OESTROGEN STATES

In low oestrogen states—for example after the menopause and in women taking low oestrogen oral contraceptives—the cervical squamous epithelium may be composed entirely of cells of parabasal type and is usually thin (fig 18). A mild degree of nuclear hyperchromasia is often a feature of such an epithelium, but in the absence of pleomorphism CIN may not be diagnosed. If nuclear pleomorphism is present CIN should be diagnosed; grading, in terms of the proportion of the epithelium occupied by undifferentiated cells, may be difficult or impossible and attempts at grading should be based entirely on the degree of nuclear abnormalities (fig 19). When this is impossible CIN (grade not specified) should be diagnosed.

THIN EPITHELIUM

In an epithelium that has only a few layers of cells it may not be possible to grade CIN confidently (fig 20). In the absence of severe
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Figure 10  Basal abnormalities of uncertain significance (A) and (B). In both these examples, the degree of nuclear abnormality is less than that required for a diagnosis of CIN. No inflammation is present.

Figure 11  Basal abnormalities of uncertain significance with inflammation. (A) Inflammation affects the stroma immediately beneath the epithelium. (B) Inflammatory cells also infiltrate the epithelium.

Figure 12  Basal abnormalities of uncertain significance: a thin epithelium in which a diagnosis of CIN (grade not specified) would have been appropriate, but severe inflammation is present.

inflammation CIN (grade not specified) should be diagnosed, but if severe inflammation is present basal abnormalities of uncertain significance should be diagnosed (fig 12).

Histological diagnosis and patient management
Although the histological diagnosis of a colposcopic biopsy specimen plays an important part in determining the subsequent management of the patient it must be remembered that other factors, including the cytological diagnosis, the colposcopic appearances, and the clinical features of the case will also have a great impact on management.

The biological behaviour of an epithelial abnormality cannot be predicted accurately from the histological appearances, neither are there any special techniques at the moment that allow this to be done. Static ploidy studies indicate that aneuploidy is related to disease progression, but the ploidy state cannot reliably be predicted on haematoxylin and eosin
Table 2  Classification of cervical intraepithelial abnormalities

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Basal abnormalities of uncertain significance</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Cervical intraepithelial neoplasia grade 1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Cervical intraepithelial neoplasia grade 2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Cervical intraepithelial neoplasia grade 3</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Cervical intraepithelial neoplasia (grade not specified)</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

generally more robust, both cytologically and histologically, and so a better correlation is likely for the more severe abnormalities.

Cytology and biopsy are different sampling processes. A large biopsy specimen, in most cases, will accurately show all CIN changes present. Frequently these are of more than one grade, with the higher grade tending to be more centripetal and located towards the endocervical edge of the transformation zone.18,19 A small colposcopic biopsy specimen does not always accurately identify the highest grade of CIN present. The relation between cytological grade and underlying disease depends not only on the grade of CIN but on the size of the lesion,20 the shape of the cervix, and the type of spatula used, as well as operator and observer variation. Similar factors also affect the occurrence of false negative cytology.21

Conclusion

The Working Party recommend the continuation of the present grading system for CIN and

stained sections. In routine practice it is not useful to identify the specific type of human papillomavirus, and even when these are known they should not influence patient management. Similarly, immunohistochemical and receptor studies have not as yet been found useful.

Relation between histological and cytological diagnoses

The recommended histological terminology seems to parallel the cytological classification recommended by the British Society for Clinical Cytology, but a direct correlation of grades from one system to the other should not be expected. Diagnosis of the higher grades is

Figure 13 Basal cell hyperplasia: regular replication of the basal layers and nuclear enlargement are present but there is no nuclear pleomorphism or hyperchromasia.

Figure 14 Reserve cell hyperplasia.

Figure 15 Squamous metaplasia: although nuclear enlargement is present, there is no pleomorphism or hyperchromasia.

Relation between histological and cytological diagnoses

The recommended histological terminology seems to parallel the cytological classification recommended by the British Society for Clinical Cytology, but a direct correlation of grades from one system to the other should not be expected. Diagnosis of the higher grades is
the introduction of a new category of epithelial abnormality to encompass those lesions in which a diagnosis of CIN cannot be made with certainty (table 2).
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Figure 16  Squamous metaplasia with nuclear pleomorphism and hyperchromasia. A diagnosis of CIN should be made in these circumstances; this example has the features of CIN 1.

Figure 17  Reserve cell hyperplasia with nuclear pleomorphism and hyperchromasia. A diagnosis of CIN should be made, even though columnar cells are present on the surface. Grading of this example is not possible and a diagnosis of CIN (grade not specified) is acceptable.

Figure 18  Atrophic squamous epithelium, composed entirely of cells of parabasal type. Although there is mild hyperchromasia, no nuclear pleomorphism is present.

Figure 19  CIN 2 occurring in an atrophic squamous epithelium. Grading is based on the degree of the nuclear abnormalities.

Figure 20  CIN (grade not specified): the epithelium is only a few cells thick and, although the presence of nuclear abnormalities is unequivocal, confident grading is not possible.
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